
3. Put a foam handle grip (RBH000001) on wire brace 
(RBB000001) as shown in Fig. 1, then pull the other side 
out to slide the grip on being careful not to bend the brace 
out of its pre-formed shape. Repeat with other brace.

2. Measure 13¾” from the top of the lid vertically. Drill a 
1/4” hole into side of cyclone. Repeat on other side.

4. Put 1/4”-20 bolt (AFS015920) through metal washer 
(AFW180000) then put through Brace (RBB000001), 
then through cyclone wall. Put Rubber Washer 
(AFW189516) on bolt then loosely fasten with 1/4” Whiz 
Nut (AFT000005). Repeat on other side.
See diagram on right for order
of assembly.
Make sure that the bottom bolt
loops on the brace are pointing
towards the cyclone. See Fig. 2
at upper right.

5. Square up cyclone on lid then mark the position of the
    4 bolt holes on lid. Drill with 1/4” drill bit.

Make sure bottom bolt loops are 
pointing to cyclone when you 
attach braces to cyclone.

6. To connect brace to lid, put bolt (AFS015920) through 
metal washer (AFW180000) then put through bottom 
brace loop, then put through drum lid. Put rubber washer 
(AFW189516) over the bolt, then fasten with a 1/4” whiz 
nut (AFT000005). See diagram below. Lightly tighten. 
Repeat on other 3 brace loops.

7. Check the squareness 
of the cyclone and tighten 
all six nuts and bolts.
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Parts List - AHX000004:
(2) Wire formed brace - RBB000001
(2) Foam tube grip - RBH000001
(6) 1/4-20 Whiz Nuts - AFT000005
(6) 1/4-20 x 3/4 Hex Head Bolts - AFS015920
(6) 5/16” Washers - AFW180000
(6) Rubber Washers - AFW189516
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1. Assemble Super Dust Deputy® per instructions. The 
brackets will work with 17 gal. or 35 gal. drums and with the 
metal or plastic Super Dust Deputy®.


